
SAMPLE MATERIAL FOR SECONDARY 3 ENGLISH

1. FEATURES OF AN ADVERTISEMENT

In this section, we will explore some common features in an advertisement.
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 HEADLINE: You will be all smiles.

 IMAGE: People with smiles on their faces
- Supports the content or text
- May draw on audience experiences in relation
  to the product/service being advertised COMPANY/BRAND,  

 LOGO & TAGLINE

 SECONDARY IMAGE:

 SPECIAL  
 PROMOTION

 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION  CALL-TO-ACTION

CALL US NOW!



2. FEATURES OF A WEBSITE

Websites are content-heavy and provide a multitude of links to provide audience access. 
Websites allow for greater and immediate interaction between the audience through 
multiple navigation panes and tabs. 
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BRAND / COMPANY LOGO NAVIGATION TABS

 SEARCH BOX

 BANNER

 NAVIGATION TABS

 

 IMAGES OF
 PRODUCTS FOR
 PURCHASE＆
 SUPPORTING 
 INFORMATION 

 EXTRA 
 INFORMATION

 HEADER

PAGE HEADLINE



3. Editing
Carefully read the text below, consisting of 12 lines, entitled “Leaving a Legacy - Family 
first”.

The first and last lines are correct. For eight of the lines, there is one grammatical error in 
each line. There are two more lines without errors.

If there is NO error in a line, put a tick () in the space provided. 
If the line is incorrect, circle the incorrect word and write the correct word in the space 
provided. The correct word you provide must not change the original meaning of the 
sentence.

Examples:

I arrived to my school 3 hours ago.

The train stopped for a few minutes at West Coast Station.

  ____________

  ____________

Values from his faith have guided Xavian since his youth. He hopes for his 

children and grandchildren to held on to the richness of their spiritual heritage, 

embrace its values, and sacrifically serves God and community. "Values will 

have a long-lasting impact on their character. I will like to see good values in 

them rather than in them to value things, or value success for success's sake." 

"I hope that long before I am gone, my children will understand they are family 

no matter where life takes them - that they remain on good term and remember

they have each other,' says Joshua. "I may have gotten this subconsciously 

by my parents. My home was a gathering place for our extended family - 

reunion dinners, relatives visiting from overseas, etc. I remembered clearly my 

granduncle came over to stay with us for a couple of days when his wife had 

passed away. There was always a sense of family over convenience, family 

first," Xavian concludes. 

1  ___________

2  ___________

3  ___________

4  ___________

5  ___________

6  ___________

7  ___________

8  ___________

9  ___________

10 ___________
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4. Idioms
Select the most suitable answer and write the words in the blanks provided.

up the creek without a
paddle

with a vengeance set tongues wagging

went down the drain in dribs and drabs took a gander

shoot the breeze run like clockwork live off the fat of the land

shot down in flames fly by the seat of our pants living in a goldfish bowl

sit pretty to spare her the blushes pipped at the post

1. The conducive resort environment allows us to _____________________________

and do nothing but relax.

2. We practise so hard during our rehearsals in the hope that on the actual day itself, 

everything will _____________________________.

3. "We _____________________________ when we have no time to prepare for our 

presentations; we just improvise on the spot," explained the project supervisor. 

4. The rulers _____________________________ by collecting heavy taxes from the 

poor farmers who are struggling to make ends meet.

5. Since Teresa achieved stardom last year, she has been ______________________

_________________________.

6. My efforts _____________________________ as I watched the tide wash away the

sandcastle which I had been building for the past one hour.
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7. Submission forms have been coming _____________________________ ; it 

certainly was not the overwhelming response that we had expected.

8. I thought I was going to win the painting competition, but I was ________________

_____________________ at the last minute by another contender.

9. There was no point in arguing with my supervisor. Whatever I say will just be 

_____________________________ as it often happens.

10. I asked the storekeeper whether he would mind if I __________________________

around his store before I made any purchase.

11. Mr Tim begins to drink _____________________________ after his failure in his 

business, to drown his sorrows.

12. Helen is now _____________________________ after her gambling husband met 

with a fatal accident, leaving her with huge debts to settle.

13. _____________________________, I will not reveal that she is carrying a torch for 

Sebestian.

14. Mr Yeo is a married man. His secret affair with another woman has _____________

_____________________ in the neighbourhood.

15. Uncle Leong, who got his first pot of gold by winning the lottery, could afford to 

_____________________________ for a couple of months before deciding on a 

job.
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5. Similes
Select the most suitable answer and write the words in the blanks provided.

daft gold beetroot

Greek puzzle grim Fisherman's oar

sphinx stupid brass

inflexible clear Greek puzzle

countless ragged judge

glossy deceptive smooth

1. Decades of running his shop in the same management style has resulted in Uncle 

Tan being as ___________________________ as a granite rock and refusing to 

seek new ways to improve his business.

2. My younger sister's face turned as red as ___________________________ during 

the party after someone whispered in her ears that she had worn her dress the 

wrong way.

3. The news that the World Trade Centre had been bombed by terrorists was as 

___________________________ as hell to all Americans.

4. All his friends from Leslie's hometown thought that he would make a mark for 

himself once he leave for the city but he returned home as ____________________

_______________ as Lazarus just after a couple of months.
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5. "Don't be conned by this type of scam. It may be as _________________________

as the mirage in a desert," my friend said.

6. No one is as ___________________________ as a post, but you need to put in 

hard work and persevere in order to get the results you want to achieve.

7. My younger brother can be as ___________________________ as a brush when it

comes to expressing his feelings for the girl of his liking.

8. Your cheeky cousin must be as daring as ___________________________ to slip 

a live toad into the discipline master's bag.

9. The cutlery was polished till they were as ___________________________ as ice 

before the guests arrived.

10. Attempting to walk out of this huge and sophisticated maze is a task that is as 

difficult as a ___________________________ to the children.

11. My family members only realised that Mr Tan is as hairless as a/an 

____________________________ when his wig flew along with the strong wind.

12. Even after drinking half a bottle of wine, Wendy was as sober as a

____________________________.

13. Despite having been kept in the musty library for almost half a century, this book still

looks as good as ____________________________.
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14. The backpacker returns home after three years and four months, looking as 

weather-beaten as a ____________________________.

15. Andy has been rebuked by his teacher so many times that the reprimands are now 

as ____________________________ as the stars to him.

16. The final stage in pottery would be to put a coat of varnish on the clay piece so that 

it will look as ____________________________ as the finest silk.

17. The misunderstanding and issues between us have been resolved and everything is

as ____________________________ as crystal now.

18. Nobody seems to know much about the eccentric old man whose behavioural and 

whereabouts are as mysterious as a ____________________________.
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